
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL COLLABORATION Beginning 
 
So we want to collaborate with our environment when only ten or eleven nations are NOT warring with 
their neighbours!  Go figure! 
 
We want to achieve environmental collaboration 
when we are all pillaging nature – destroying nature 
in a neighbour’s country, even if it is on the other 
side of the world.   
 
We are all part of nature.  We are nature just like 
the plants, animals and pets that we destroy in our 
neighbour’s domain.  We mine the resources to 
create the weapons and auxiliary equipment to 
destroy our neighbour.   I just do not get it!  We 
have Green Peace type movements all over the 
world yet we are all warring!   
 
Consider the impact on the environment, on all of 
nature, of building of twelve submarines.  The cost 
is AU$50 billion.  The impact on nature from drawing resources to form and equip the submarines is the 
first impost, then comes their operation and should they be deployed in combat, we have catastrophic 
imposts on nature.  Now who funds such exercises? 
 
We will tell you who funds it – The House of Rothschild, that’s who.  In 
fact they have funded ALL sides of ALLL wars since Napoleon.   
 
Environmental Collaboration is about humanity changing its way of living.  This embraces all aspects of 
our life and environment.  Nothing escapes the change over.  Nothing.  All platforms of our life are to be 
totally dismantled in preparation for a rebuild into a new format that is vibrant and in harmony with 
nature.  This is in preparation for what is to unfold as one thousand years of peace.   
 
This is not simply a wishful thought.  It is not even necessarily a desire.  This is what is unfolding for 
humanity worldwide and humanity does not have a clue what is underway.   
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It all started some 500,000 years ago 
when higher spirits from within our 
Local Universe were appointed to 

oversee and guide the evolving ‘truth loving’ humanity on Earth.  However these Lanonandek spirits 
became disgruntled with leadership of our Local Universe – Nebadon – and took control of matters.  
They Rebelled 200,000 years ago and had until the early 1990s lead humanity along the wrong path of 
‘worshipping’ our minds.  Now what a dumb idea is that!  Nevertheless, the Lanonandeks, namely the 
Lucifer, Satan, Caligastia and Daligastia soulmate pairs got a Universal Contract together and a plan to 
grow their rebellion by engaging further planets within our System – referred to as Satania – a total of 
37 planets were seduced into their Rebellion.  Only Earth went on to Default. 
 
About every 12,000 to 13,000 years, physical Earth is subjected to a Pole Shift.  This varies greatly in 
degree of severity.  Typically, as with the last Pole Shift, the population of humanity is significantly 
depleted.  The last event saw the submersion of Atlantis.  As the pattern of such events is repeated with 
each emerging humanity, previously under the oversight of the Evil Ones, the malevolent mind spirits 
from within the mind Mansion Worlds repeatedly reinstated old regimes.   
 
Each cycle sees the seduction of a group or tribe into believing they are the ‘chosen ones’.  They have 
overarching tendencies for oppressive control of others and insatiable greed.  Presently, this is being 
played out through a tribe that has been usurped by the Jews.  That is the tribe that were the ‘chosen 
ones’ morphed into being the Jews.  However, they have been subsequently usurped by the Khazarian 
Jews with a number of ring-ins.  The Khazarians were obliged some centuries ago to change their evil 
ways, to take up the Muslim, Christian or Jewish faith, so they adopted Judaism in the form that suited 
themselves.  The Khazarian Jews are the pinnacle of the evilness of the Evil Ones – the Lanonandeks 
spiritual oversight who are all now in spirit prison.  Generally speaking, such physical personalities are 
sensitive to the promptings of the evil mind spirits, this is how they have been successful in achieving 
control of humanity through the financial systems of the world.  On the 22 March 2017 this interaction 
and guidance was blocked by the Celestial spirits.  The Rebellion and Default is coming to an end. 
 
Of great significance to all of humanity is the little known fact that the Rebellion and Default is 
governed by a Universal Contract and since the commencement of the Rebellion, humanity has not had 
an interactive relationship with Nature Spirits and also with our Guardian Angels in the manner that is 
intended.  Now that the Rebellion and Default is ending, for those who embrace Divine Love and 
commence their Feeling Healing they can now interact with their nature spirits and guardian angels. 
 
Further, under the Rebellion and Default all religions have been structured by the Evil Ones and heavily 
influenced by the malevolent mind spirits.  There has been no input from higher up spirits and none 
from those in the Celestial Heavens due to the Universal Contract governing the Rebellion and Default. 
 
Remnants of the spiritual platforms flowed over from the last Pole Shift and we have the evolution of 
Buddhism which is totally mind orientated with total rejection of the existence of God.  This is the prime 
platform of Lucifer and Satan.  Within the period around the forming of Buddhism, a number of mind 
worshipping religious or spiritual platforms came about.  A far older platform is Hinduism.   
 
Jesus of Nazareth was not on Earth to form a religion.  He and Mary Magdalene were here for all of the 
humanities of their regency which is all of Nebadon.  Neither left any records of what they shared and 
taught.  What has unfolded is a fantasy Jesus and a set of erroneous records that have been gathered 
together into a Bible.  What took place in the first century was and is in preparation for what is now 
unfolding in the twenty first century.  Helen, 3rd Celestial Heaven – 14 November 2017:  It’s not going 
to be the little thing of two thousand years ago in which virtually no one on the world knew what 
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was happening, not this time around because the Rebellion and Default are not to carry on for 
another age. 
 
All religions, the major religions through to all the minor offshoots and small congregational religions, 
all 50,000 variants, are mind orientated.  None lead us to embrace our feelings, to long for the truth of 
our feelings, to follow our soul-based feelings and have our minds follow.  None lead us to embrace our 
Heavenly Mother and Father.  None acknowledge that it is Mary and Jesus who are our spiritual parents 
being regents of Nebadon, our Local Universe.  They all lead us into our mind’s domination and away 
from God.   
 
Further, as this is so then 
we are closed off from 
nature of which we are 
each a part.  We are 
rebelling against nature, 
our nature spirits and also 
our guardian angels.  This 
is now understood and 
further, we now have the 
way to embrace the Great 
U-Turn and embrace the 
environment and how to 
collaborate with nature. 
 
You will hear it stated 
and re-stated often that 
“religion has caused more 
violence than anything 
else in history” or some 
variation thereof. 
 
This statement is provably false and historically inaccurate.  Most wars have been about resources (give 
me your stuff), power (bow down to me, not some god), or political and border disputes.  Only about 7% 
of all wars in history have been waged for religious causes, accounting for only about 2% of all of 
history’s war deaths. 
 
However, what is certain is that the diversity of religions has been orchestrated by the Evil Ones to instil 
separation and dissent between all groups of humanity.  There is nothing harmonising about religions.  
There is no way to bridge the gaps between different religions. There is no way to unify religions and 
that is because NONE of them are in TRUTH.  TRUTH is always the same.  The Bible has now been 
‘edited’ by its ‘accredited authors’.  There is only ONE TRUTH.  And a simple TRUTH is that Jesus is 
not God.  Jesus, Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Paul and Judas have commented on the major errors and 
omissions within the Bible, this they did between the years 1914 through to 2003.  These writings are 
collated and can be reviewed by going to: 
 
 www.pascashealth.com Library Download Medical – Soul Condition & Health    for: 

  Bible New Testament Matthew Peshitta Lamsa.pdf  
  Bible New Testament Review - Part I.pdf  
  Bible New Testament Review - Part II.pdf  
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Kevin, 1st Celestial Heaven – 10 November 2017:  A big part of The New Way, Feelings First 
Spirituality is going to be Celestial spirit-led and Celestial spirit-inspired through such people, so 
there will always be an ever growing direct connection with people and us spirits, and with the 
angels and nature spirits.  An alternative to the mind way, but one that’s in opposition to it.  The 
mind way is a bully and needs to be seen for what it is, and that will take some doing.  So that will 
be the subtle main thrust of The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality. 
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 www.pascashealth.com Library Download Corporate Foundation Documents    for: 

   Pascas Finance Khazarian Banksters Control Humanity.pdf  
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Kevin, 1st Celestial Heaven – 10 November 2017:  These people have set up opposing factions so they 
can use them to make it look like there are good guys and bad guys, so they will bring about a 
world war with opposing sides making it look like there really are good and bad people – 
depending which side you’re on, when really both sides are being artfully controlled by the same 
deeper controlling people. 
 
Trump and his lot, the Clintons 
and their lot, Putin and his lot, 
the rest of the Zionists and 
some of the Chinese are all 
differing factions being 
controlled by these deeper 
controllers, and yet only Putin 
is aware of the hidden 
controller goings on to any real 
degree.  The others are happy 
knowing they are being 
controlled, that they are 
working for the hidden 
controllers, even knowing to a 
slight degree that they are 
being played off against each 
other, yet happy to have so 
much power in the world. 
 
And so these are all what you 
might call, mid level or mid 
management Deep State 
controllers, all of whom are 
trying to assert themselves or 
stop the others having control 
over them, yet all the while they are all like puppets having their strings pulled by the real hidden 
controllers, such as the Rothschilds and those ‘family’ people you hear talked about. 
 
So naturally your question is, so this middle level gets reshuffled from time to time, one lot serving 
their purpose then another lot moves in taking over, yet still the hidden controllers keep humanity 
bound up in all their yuk, so what about them, how are they ever going to become unstuck? 
 
Lots of in-fighting as established systems fail, and as people turn on 
each other, change alliances and so on, you know the types of thing.  
So there will be false flags, war and famine, strange weather and 
earthquakes – man made, and outbreaks of weird disease, all different power plays vying for 
power. 
 
And it will all get out of hand for the hidden controllers, as they no longer have the unseen backup 
and all-seeing and all-knowing mind spirit hidden controller support, as we shut them out, 
thereby losing their tight grip on it all, which will happen over the next few years. 
 
Kevin 12 November 2017:  These hidden controllers are like the Royalty of Urantia (Earth), not 
just kings and queens who are nobodies compared to them, but these are the real ‘Chosen Ones’ 
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for they were chosen by the Evil Ones and anointed by them so to 
speak.  So they are for all intents and purposes, a ‘cut above’ the rest 
of humanity.  And ‘above’ means, greater or the greatest expressions 
of the Rebellion and Default in the sense of their having all the power 
and being the direct representatives of the Caligastias and Daligastias 
on Earth.  So they are like the right hand people of the Ds, were the 
Daligastias still alive on Earth. 
 
Kevin 12 November 2017:  I wouldn’t worry trying to keep abreast of it 
on the Internet because no one knows, the media is too heavily 
controlled by the sides they represent, and everyone else wouldn’t 
have a clue. 
 
A lot of innocent people will suffer, however that’s all going to be part of the increasing pressure 
applied to humanity.  There is no way out of it, it’s not going to be a passive transformation, the 
evil is not going to give up peacefully,  
 
Humanity needs to ascend.  But first it needs to be Healing itself.  And as this is the worst the evil 
has got, so it’s going to be a long way to ‘fall’ back to being true. 
 
Kevin 20 November 2017:  The hidden controllers keep the whole debt slavery system in order so 
as to serve and enrich themselves, which is the material manifestation of the higher spiritual levels 
– the mind and emotional levels – that the Rebellion and Default keep in place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And now begins the Great U-Turn.  For those few who have completed their Healing through what will 
be universally known as Feeling Healing, will come rewards unimaginable.  You and I, we cannot 
progress towards and into Paradise without completing our Feeling Healing and with Divine Love.  We 
can Heal ourselves but without embracing our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love we still cannot enter the 
Celestial Heavens.  With Divine Love we can progress into the Celestial Heavens and then go on further 
and further through our Local Universe of Nebadon and progress towards and into Paradise, the home of 
our Heavenly Parents. 
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By embracing Feeling Healing and with Divine Love we open up our 
connectivity with our Nature Spirits.  We have a Nature Spirit pair 
assigned to each one of us exclusively.  By commencing our Feeling 
Healing with Divine Love we can interact with our Nature Spirits 
with intimacy and clarity.  For those who are mediumistic, the 
connectivity is as clear and vibrant as talking to a member of your 
own family – they are part of your personal journey – they are with 
us for the whole of our physical life. 
 
It is only in this manner that we can manifest the desired Environmental Collaboration that is to unfold 
for all of humanity.  In this manner we can firmly set ourselves on the pathway of Living Feelings First 
in full harmony with the environment and all of nature.  We will not know how to achieve this until we 
each commence our Feeling Healing and even then it will be progressive as we proceed through our 
Healing. 
 
Our Feeling Healing will also open up the communications and intimacy with our Guardian Angels.  
Again, we each have a pair exclusively assigned to us for the whole of our physical life.  They also 
continue with us into the Mansion Worlds and further on.  As with our assigned Nature Spirits, they are 
exclusive to ourselves principally because of their unique personality compatibilities.   
 
As we progress with our Feeling Healing we will find our excessive needs and demands on nature will 
be realigned to living without fear and we will put aside the need to horde for eventualities that are of 
our own controlling mind’s distractions and fantasies.  We will learn to live with nature and we, us and 
nature, will blossom.  The Earth will begin to re-green itself as harmony between humanity and the 
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environment unfold.  How this will come about will require all systems and existing norms of living to 
be torn down and re-structured. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presently humanity’s impost on nature is seeing the extinction of species in numbers far greater than we 
can possibly comprehend – and there appears to be no answers to this.  This is reminiscent of great 
upheavals in nature and to the planet. 
 
All of society will be disrupted.  We are already seeing incredible extreme swings in election results in 
all countries that are unexplainable.  That is one aspect of society rebuilding. 
 
A decade or so ago, one would not have had any clarity as to who the hidden controllers were and how 
they manipulated ALL of humanity.  Now it is spelt out.  Not only that, their methods and steps in 
business are so predictable that they can be out manoeuvred.  Particularly now that their connections 

with the mind Mansion World spirits has been blocked 
they are headless and rudderless yet still incredibly 
powerful and dangerous – but not for much longer. 
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Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven – 2 December 2017:  The indigenous people are just as highly 
entrenched in their religious and spiritual attitudes as are the West – the whole world is the same, all 
being under the sway of the mind Mansion Worlds, and all just reflecting differing levels of those 
worlds.  So how one might approach and deal with them will be the same. 
 
James – 28 November 2017:  So we go through this whole amazing thing of being made to be wrong 
and untrue and false, and then we do this Healing thing, and end up being right and true, and yet it’s all 
us.  
 
Nanna Beth:  It is as you say James, it is from your fucked up point of view, incredibly mad, and 
maddening.  And then you come out of it, then you are Celestial, and you do feel like you’re 
starting all over again, with none of your feelings being influenced or connected to your childhood 
feelings, it being as if you’ve had an entirely different and loving childhood, the positive one 
instead of the negative unloving one you got.  It is a whole turning yourself inside out, and until 
you experience it yourself, you’d not even think it could be possible.  And like you say: why do we 
need to do it, why not just make adjustments like the Divine Love movement people are trying to do, 
changing your adult self to fit in with your idea of what being Divine Love, perfect, true and Celestial 
would be like, when you have to go back and TRANSFORM the whole of yourself, from the 
negative into the positive.  So transform is the appropriate word, because you can’t do it yourself, 
it’s your soul and God that does it, you simply wanting it to happen by submitting to your feelings 
looking for the truth of them. 
 
Our Healing is fantastical, there is nothing that compares with it, to start off in the negative and 
wrong and not of love, to then become the complete opposite and it’s a wonder to behold, even 
more than the wonder of just growing up normally and with love and ascending the heavens.  And 
it’s why we’re of such interest to the rest of Creation, the fact that rebellion can actually happen, 
that God allows such high Daughters and Sons to rebel, and then negatively affect the lower 
daughters and sons, and affect them to such a severe extent, something that we’re still all finding 
out.  Rebellion like this is all but unheard of, and it means the whole negative might potentially be 
expressed in Creation 
 
Every feeling and everyone’s feelings, because in your feeling-moment is contained the whole of 
Creation, every moment that Creation will ever be, it’s all there, in the smallest most personal 
feeling to the largest grandest concept of it all. 
 
Until we do our healing we are literally blind as Verna points out.  Presently we are walking around like 
zombies in a stupor acting out a façade personality imposed upon us by our parents totally oblivious to 
nature and all its beauty without any idea how to interact with it! 
 
These changing times are extra-ordinary –  
 
Nanna Beth – 2 December 2017:  Teacher Pairs don’t incarnate, they will do all their Teaching from 
spirit, and all ONLY to people doing their Healing and who manage to heal themselves.  We will 
educate or prepare to be educated, everyone else.  The Teacher Pairs will work very personally with a 
few specific individuals during the course of the next Age.  There will be possibly about a hundred to a 
thousand people under their care at any one time, with these people being instructed in their various 
fields of endeavour heavily along the lines of incorporating their interests with their relationships, so 
understanding about how to increase their awareness through their feelings as opposed to their minds.  
More will be said about them when they officially begin their work, which will be once the New Age 
begins. 
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Nanna Beth:  Everyone who takes on the Truth will come against their personal (psychic) barriers, 
which are all reflective of the greater ones of the Rebellion and Default.  So as you say, you are all 
experiencing in your different ways.  However it’s nothing more than what most of you have 
experienced in life at various times anyway, your lives being saturated with wrongness and so endless 
barriers. 
 
You might even be interested to know, there are actually barriers preventing people and humanity 
as a whole moving deeper into the wrongness, just as there are barriers preventing people and 
humanity moving out of it.  It’s all very tightly controlled, the Evil Ones put in a vast amount of 
controls and on all levels, which, unless you are shown by those spirits who can see them, such as the 
Melchizedeks, you’d never be aware of them. 
 
To think that humanity just blasted off into the Rebellion and Default being able to go wherever it liked, 
would be wrong.  It’s all been masterfully controlled, right through each cataclysmic Earth-age.  So 
thinking you can increase or decrease your wrongness at your own leisure, is also a mistake.  And once 
you’re an adult, it takes a great amount of work to take yourself either deeper into it or to begin Healing 
it.  Look at all the incredibly hard work those seeking Enlightenment have to do, or trying to be the 
perfect Christian, and it’s the same for the mind spirits, it being very difficult to actually move up the 
mind Mansion Worlds increasing their wrongness, just as it is to move up the Divine Love Healing 
worlds. 
 
So the cracks are appearing as the Divine Love Healing worlds start to ‘descend’ onto Earth – into the 
physical.  For that’s what is going to happen, the Divine Love Healing worlds, from the first 
introductory sectors on Mansion World one, to the truth of all the three main Healing worlds, being 
lived by people living them whilst on Earth.  All to give rise ultimately to Celestials on Earth.  That’s 
what our goal is, to have people living on Earth who have fully Healed themselves. 
 
 
Verna, a Nature Spirit – 26 May 2019:  But before you move onto another subject James, I want to 
impress upon you just how finely attuned to you mortals we angels and nature spirits are.  We are 
assigned to personally assist you knowing that that assistance is EXACTLY what you need.  So it’s not 
a lackadaisical affair, your personal angel pair who are with you your whole life are the ONLY personal 
angelic pair in the whole of Creation who are and can be with you in your Earth life, unless other 
extenuating circumstances were to happen, those which are beyond my scope to discuss publicly with 
you, suffice it to say, they being very rare. 
 
It’s all angel / person specific.  And you can even go so far as to say, that the angels, and in particular 
the ones who are to fulfil such personal and close relationships with ascending mortals and all Sons and 
Daughters of God, have been specifically created to fulfil that role.  And in a similar way, though not as 
highly strategic as that, is it with us nature spirits.  Not everyone has an assigned nature spirit pair, like 
you all have a pair of angels, we nature spirits will only be assigned for a certain period of time and for 
very specific reasons to specific people, and only to those people who need to have our presence with 
them for some reason, with the person being consciously aware of us or not. 
 
In my relationship with you James, I am overall assigned to you for your whole life, however really my 
assignment is dormant so to speak until I am actively interacting with you, such as now in this 
communication, otherwise I freely go about my other business in my nature spirit life, most of which has 
nothing to do with you and which you’re unaware of unless I want to tell you about it.  Whereas your 
personal angelic pair are ALWAYS with you, they are ALWAYS interacting with you, not a second 
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goes by in your lives when they are not personally with you and doing something personally in your 
aura.  They maintain your auric system in accordance with the dictates of your soul and the needs of 
your Indwelling Spirit, they are always personally attuned to you, monitoring your every moment, 
feeling, thought, knowing all you need to go through and helping you do it.  And they don’t have other 
business outside of you – you are their sole business, their whole focus, so you can see it’s a pretty 
amazing relationship they have with you. 
 
So for example, my speaking directly to you now involves your two guardian angels.  They are 
overseeing and monitoring it all.  And should I overstep the boundaries for example as in what I can say 
to you about a certain subject they will instantly step in letting me know, stopping me, suggesting that I 
am moving into murky waters and how to get myself back on track.  EVERYTHING is regimentally 
taken in hand by your angelic overseers.  They are not controllers, they don’t control you in any way, 
they just absolutely make sure that all that happens to you from without does so in complete accordance 
with the dictates of your soul that are passed onto them through your Indwelling Spirit.  And that’s the 
same for everyone.  So nothing can and will ever happen to you that’s not supposed to happen, with 
mostly all of this going on with you being unaware that it is. 
 
And on a different subject:  And the thing about bringing new species into being, we construct 
environmental scenarios in our plane that simulate how we intend such species coming into being and 
interacting with other species on Earth.  And we do all of this within the pattern given or afforded to us 
by the Life Carriers.  So we are the ones who actually construct the ‘look’ of the new specie, as it 
complies with the intentions of the Life Carriers.  Nothing is willy-nilly, everything has a specific 
purpose and many niches to fulfil, even if the specie itself has little to do directly with humanity; yet 
indirectly it being part of the overall natural ecosystem of Earth, it does.  And in our ‘preparation of 
species’ we factor into them the genetic variation that humanity can potentially work with, all of which 
is designed to provide you with the experiences people require. 
 
And how we actually materialise the potential specie in our plane and then materialise it on Earth, 
should it be one that’s to instantaneously come into being, is done with the help of our angelic advisors, 
as we nature spirits can’t actually create or de-create anything, that being what the angels do.  So we 
design the specie in accordance with the plans we’ve been given; and then also in accordance with our 
angelic supervisors and when we are ready to have it in existence, first within our Earth plane (third 
Earth plane) and next actually on Earth, the angels do it. 
 
We have a vast section or sub-plane if you like within our Earth plane in which we can simulate new 
species either within the world as it exists or within the world as we predict it might be post Pole Shift or 
whenever the next major specification event is due to happen.  And you see, we have thousands, even 
hundreds of thousands of years in some instances, to work with these new species, with many of our 
number being solely responsible for such specification and they having little to nothing to do with 
humans either on Earth or in spirit. 
 
So these areas are what we affectionately call our ‘labs’, the laboratories in which we undertake 
specification.  We have seven such major sub-planes within our Earth plane that surrounds your physical 
world, and four of these sub-planes are given over exclusively to the ‘development’ of species.  And I 
say development like that because it’s all done with light, not as you might imagine.  We don’t, for 
example, set out building a new specie from the DNA upwards, cell by cell and so on to what sort of 
feathers and their colours the new bird might have.  We do it all with light, and were you to come into 
our planes and look at how it all works you’d not be able to relate to it as we do.  We can see you as you 
see the world and as you see yourselves, and we can see the world and yourselves as we nature spirits 
see it and yourselves, that being how angels see.  And that is in light, and with light, and it’s very hard 
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for us to describe what that actually means because you are not a nature spirit or angel.  And as you can 
vaguely see or imagine seeing auras for example, and sensing them around all living creatures and even 
inanimate rock, so far as what we see as what we’d call the aura is hundreds to thousands more times 
more intense and deeper than you’d ever be able to see.  And this ‘universe of light’ is really how we 
have our being, by our coming and relating to you James and looking at how you see the world is very 
different for us, it’s interesting, but it’s nothing compared to the beauty and colour and light we 
constantly live in.  However, each to their own, and although you mortal souls are slow on the uptake 
say in this area, by the time you attain Paradise you’ll be able to soul-perceive such light like we can, so 
you’ll get there in the end. 
 
James: That’s reassuring to know Verna.  So we seem a bit dim to you nature spirits? 
 
Verna: That’s an understatement!  James, you were amazed at viewing under crossed polar light the 
minerals in the common stones you were looking at in the thin sections during your geology course at 
university, you were in awe of the hidden beauty, well that beauty is a micro amount of the beauty of 
light we see, exist in, have our being in, and are of ourselves.  So we see specification like some sort of 
amazing computer simulation you might be able to imagine, and yet for us it’s not in a computer as 
such, it’s all very real, the as yet unrealised or unearthed species are very real, they are in existence 
although not physically so, nor are they actually alive and so won’t die, yet for us it’s like our ‘living 
imagination’ if I can put it like that. 
 
So we control the specification of Earth, and until you understand that, your scientists and religious 
thinkers will keep coming up with all sorts of explanations about how it’s done, none of which will be 
anywhere near the truth. 
 
I, Verna, can’t reveal to you how the next Shift or major change will take place, but as you can already 
see for yourselves, there’s already a huge reduction in species taking place.  And so, why should this be 
happening?  And part of the answer is of course for you to help see how much devastation and 
destruction you are reaping on your world because of your persistence with your rebellious and anti-love 
ways, and part is in preparation for the next overall spiritual age that is to come on your world, with the 
Avonal Age being part of that, or within that. 
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Environmental Collaboration 
 
Global Warming is a natural process mainly resulting from the internal core of Earth increasing in 
activity complimented by Sun activity.  Climate Change follows on significantly from Global Warming.  
However, humanity will bring about Environmental Collaboration only through their Healing of their 
childhood repression and suppression. 
 
Through Living Feelings First, then embracing Feeling Healing to heal our personal emotional injuries 
imposed upon us during our childhood forming years – from conception through to around the age of six 
years – then and only then do we start to grasp what we truly are and what nature is.  Then by embracing 
our Heavenly Mother and Father’s Divine Love will the revealing of what nature is and how we are to 
live and interact with it become apparent and achievable to us. 
 
No outside authority, no government nor their agencies can resolve the issues arising now to our 
attention relating to the stress and cannibalisation of nature.  Yet it must be resolved.  It is our pathway 
of Living Feelings First and embracing Feeling Healing that will bring about harmony which will result 
in the greening of the planet and the end of war. 
 
Aspiring to Living Feelings First 

Brian Iverach, Graham Golding, Jim Baker and John Doel      
Pascas Foundation (Aust) Limited 
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Verna, a Nature Spirit, 26 May 2019:  You believe people like your Australian Aborigines were more in 
touch with nature because they didn’t seemingly destroy it as much as the white man invaders have 
done, however they weren’t, not spiritually speaking.  They hunted and gathered and did a minimal 
amount of farming, but they still didn’t understand about our connection with the World, they didn’t 
personally interact with us, they developed their own wayward spiritual beliefs and ceremonies all 
designed to keep them fully entrenched within the Rebellion in a more primitive way, and it was all still 
wrong by higher spiritual standards.  So the aboriginal culture had to go, just as in the end so will the 
white man culture, as people of all races who do their Healing and who do work more closely with us 
nature spirits will end up doing.  But that’s still some way off and there’s a lot of spiritual awareness 
awakening that needs to happen first. 
 
So in one way it seems like the aborigines were closer to nature and the natural world, which they were 
in their more primitiveness, whereas they weren’t in a spiritual sense.  And this confuses a lot of people, 
attributing more spiritualness to them than should be, as their beliefs are no more or worse than any 
others that are rebellious.  And so shouldn’t be held in higher regard.  They can of course be appreciated 
like all spiritual and religious beliefs for being an expression of truth-denial and the Rebellion, should 
one want to appreciate such wayward beliefs. 
 
Helen, 3rd Celestial Heaven, 27 August 2017:  You have the Eastern mind controlling Buddhists 
doing their bit from long ago, which was a remnant surviving from the Atlantean age, along with 
the other primitive and spiritual systems of belief, and now it’s all coming to a head for we are arriving 
at the end of the next Earth age, with The Change, the next cataclysmic event not far away in Earth 
natural time. 
 
Only the trouble is, there are cataclysmic events periodically that destroy nearly everyone on Earth, and 
so as each civilisation ended, so was a new ‘race’ of Chosen Ones selected to be the prime subjects of 
control for the next age.  So it came out of the original Jewish races, or what became the Jews, this time 
around, and then with Jesus and Mary coming and putting a major spanner in the works by removing the 
Lucifers and Satans (the Evil Ones), leaving it all in the hands of the Caligastias and Daligastias (C&D).  
So C&D worked all the Christian stuff into it, even with Jesus returning to do away with the Anti-christ, 
their (Evil Ones and their controllers) Messiah, just to suck in all the Christians making them think they 
are on the winning side, then introducing Islam to spice it all up and have the natural foe to fight against. 
 
Helen, 20 August 2017:  The religions of today were created as a means of stopping Jesus’ truth 
about longing for the Divine Love and what that does to the soul, and then any truth Mary M 
might have said about looking to our feelings for their truth, so as to keep the Rebellion in place.  
The religions pre-Jesus were designed by the Higher Evil Spirits who were controlling humanity 
to keep that control, focusing everything on the mind being in control rather than feelings, and 
then post-Jesus, they added more of the same yet with the added emphasis of using all he said, so 
taking it, corrupting it, and adapting it to their cause.  And then throw in their contrived Islam, 
and you’ve more male domination and the subjugation of feelings – of the woman. 
 
Helen, 3 August 2017: “Why so many people get stuck in them (a given so-called Holy Book) and can’t 
move on, it is all being what is still required by the Contract of the Rebellion and Default.” 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ongoing_armed_conflicts 

Locations of ongoing conflicts around the world, June 2019: 

There is no such thing as righteous anger.   
Anger always comes from addictions not being met.  
 
There is no justification for violence. 

Ongoing armed conflicts in June 2019: 
  Major wars, 10,000 or more deaths in current or past year  
  Wars, 1,000–9,999 deaths in current or past year  
  Minor conflicts, 100–999 deaths in current or past year  
  Skirmishes and clashes, fewer than 100 deaths in current or past year  
  Border clashes and Conflicts 

95%  are Muslim wars, however only 11 countries worldwide are 
not involved in conflict.  It appears everyone likes to dig in!

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html 

Library Downloads – Pascas Papers
All papers may be freely shared.  The fortnightly mailouts are free to all, to be added into the 
mailout list, kindly provide your email address.    info@pascashealth.com 
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Want to know the truth about the war in Syria?   
Read the “College Version”—and then the “Ph.D. Version”.            22 March 2018 

http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index2516.htm  
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SOLID INVESTMENT History Notes Vol II         Thursday, 17 Aug 2017     
 
Helen, 3rd Celestial Heaven:  The world is coming to an end, yes James, however not in the way the 
hidden controllers have planned.  Certain events have happened that have taken, although they don’t 
understand it yet, power out of their hands, and they will become incompetent and fearful for their lives.  
The tables are about to be turned on them, and Crystal will be instrumental in this with the Germans and 
their friends.  There is to be a complete power shift in the world, it is the END of the Rebellion and 
Default.  And so all the power structures used to keep it going on Earth are to end, along with those who 
have been in control, losing that control. 
 
And as we’ve told you, the first most significant and major move, which had to be done before anything 
else could happen, was the shutting down of these hidden players power source, which was their 
guiding, overseeing and controlling mind spirits.  They had very tight knit groups in seclusion in certain 
walled-off (by using their minds), sectors of the mind Mansion Worlds in which they plotted their way 
through the centuries carrying out their Grand Plan.  And most of the mind spirits who were onboard 
were people who themselves were instrumental elements in this plan when they were alive on Earth, so 
upon death, moving to carry on the ‘good work’. 
 
Yet we have closed down these spirit to mortal networks and direct communication links; although I 
should say, some of these communication lines we’ve stopped altogether, whereas others we are keeping 
open, yet we are the spirits now feeding the hidden earthly receivers the information we want them to 
have, so setting them up for their demise, unbeknownst to them. 
 
And we have full rights to do such a thing because the Document, that is the Law of the Rebellion and 
Default, is being rewritten quite quickly currently, with the end result being that the Rebellion and 
Default are written completely out of it.  However that is to come, and in the meantime so we can set 
about altering the very structure of life on Earth, which all hinges around depowering those who are in 
control behind the scenes. 
 
So to conclude, it IS the END OF THE REBELLION and DEFAULT, and that is HUGE James, as you 
well know.  Yet bigger than you still understand.  And I know you can’t fathom it just yet, or fully 
accept it because you are still of it and not as yet free of it, you still have more personal Healing to do, 
however it’s all part of you ending the Rebellion and Default in yourself – you and Marion, which is 
also the ending of it in real life for the whole of Humanity.  So humanity is to be unshackled from its 
hidden controllers who were in the spirit worlds, the instigators of it and the mind spirits who took over 
from them, also, each person can then independently think and so choose for themselves if they want to 
end it within themselves by doing their Healing, or keep it going.  But either way, they are to be free to 
make their own choice and live it, without the ever-present insidious over-control from the hidden 
controllers.  So we are working toward giving people that choice. 
 

Sunday, 20 August 2017 
Helen:  The religions of today were created as a means of stopping Jesus’ truth about longing for 
the Divine Love and what that does to the soul, and then any truth Mary M might have said about 
looking to our feelings for their truth, so as to keep the Rebellion in place.  The religions pre-Jesus 
were designed by the Higher Evil Spirits who were controlling humanity to keep that control, 
focusing everything on the mind being in control rather than feelings, and then post-Jesus, they 
added more of the same yet with the added emphasis of using all he said, so taking it, corrupting 
it, and adapting it to their cause.  And then throw in their contrived Islam, and you’ve more male 
domination and the subjugation of feelings – of the woman. 
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Men will find that they actually enjoy being in the supportive role with women, because their women 
will help them live true to their feelings, which will make them feel better – James will tell you how 
much better he feels because of Marion’s input.  Imagine a world in which there is no power motive, no 
money required to gain wealth or power because wealth and power mean nothing, everyone enjoying 
feeling-expression equality, everyone being free to readily express all they feel, and the truth that comes 
to everyone through their feelings being the determining law of the land.  Men will adjust, as will 
women.  Many women enjoy feeling they have power in the man’s world, and they will resist more 
tenaciously than many of the men, having to give up their positions of power and control. 
 
However humanity is not destined to remain trapped within its rebellious state forever, it can’t stay that 
way continuously evolving it, because evil is self-destructive, so eventually humanity would destroy 
itself.  And as that defeats the whole purpose of our evil experience, so we’re on the threshold of 
something having to give. 
 
 
 
The GERMAN DELIMNA                25 August 2017 
 
Helen:  The Germans are realising they are in a very tough place at present, it’s keeping them awake at 
night.  They are very scared that they have sold Germany out, that the whole country is now owned by 
the Rothschilds through what they did with Milverton.  They are dreading that you Crystal, or anyone 
else, should uncover something that will implicate them so deeply, that Germany will lose all chance of 
her ever retaining any freedom.  And then by default, because of Germany, the same with all of the EU 
countries, that they’ve all been sold out without them even knowing.  And the truth is, they have, 
however they don’t understand that yet, that they were taken over years ago by the hidden controllers. 
 
And that’s what Milverton found out, and that’s what he’d like you to know Crystal.  He spent a lot of 
his working life building a dossier on the hidden controllers.  He did this to protect himself, should he 
ever need such protection, however he was more than a match for their ways and led them on quite a 
merry path.  However at heart he understood that humanity would never be set free of its captors unless 
someone gained inside knowledge, and then found a way to distribute that knowledge.  Yet his difficulty 
was:  Who do you give such information to when so many people are corrupt and in one way or another, 
on the payroll of the hidden controllers? 
 
Then a bright American lawyer (actually farming lass as Milverton got this wrong at first), and an 
attractive woman at that, came into his life through a financial investment he hijacked as part of a 
commission from his benefactors, not really his employers – the Rothschilds – who commissioned him 
to do a lot of work for them.  And so he saw a way, that perhaps if he was to ensure she got such 
information, she in her naivety about such secretive matters, might just be able to do something with it; 
yet for her to do that, she would also need to have financial resources, hence he organised to ensure the 
‘little people’ – yourself Crystal and those close to you – would be paid, thereby giving you the 
resources you would need to deal with what would need to be done. 
 
And he couldn’t do it whilst he was still alive because the Rothschilds would not stand for that, and he’d 
soon be dead, however he preferred to go to his grave in God’s good time rather than at the hands of the 
hidden controllers. 
 
And then he had to organise a way so you would receive such useful information without it being 
hijacked along the way, so the legal people he has instructed are having a devil of a time adhering to his 
complex instructions, however they understand that they’d better do it as he has requested or they will 
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be sued by others of their kind.  So it’s worked out that the hidden controllers can’t actually get at the 
material and change it or just disappear it, so at some point it should come into your hands. 
 
And now that you have felt your feelings empower you to act as you have these past days, so you will 
continue to feel such feelings leading you, for that is how it will be. 
 
So now things are getting quite interesting.  And so what about the Germans? 
 
They are going to be delighted to see from what you help them to see, that there is a way out of the mess 
they got themselves into, for Milverton took care of that too.  He understood what had been done for 
them, understood that for you to change the way of things Crystal, you’d need some major help, he 
didn’t expect you to do it all by yourself.  So why not team you up with the very people who, if anyone 
can, would be willing to take on what will need to be done, and willing to see it through.  Because, as I 
said, their whole country’s sovereignty is at stake, and they do deeply care about that.  Unlike the British 
who are just a lot of callous, selfish, in it for themselves, couldn’t actually care less about their country 
types, as Milverton knew only too well, and with only the Russians being the other people capable of 
dealing with such a task, yet Milverton feared them because they work behind the scenes with a take no 
prisoners attitude, and so what you don’t do is make the Russians cross with you for you will pay 
dearly.  And the Russians are too much of a wildcard, they might go either way, so he was better staying 
with the Germans hence offering them the contract of using the funds for the bale-out. 
 
So even if the Germans don’t make contact with you Crystal, when you have the Papers, and understand 
what is involved with them, you can make contact with them through Barbara. 
 
So now it all hinges on these Papers – and so, are they real: do they actually exist, or is this just more pie 
in the sky? 
 
And the answer to this is, if they don’t exist, then nothing will be done about the status quo because 
there is no way to break the control of these hidden controllers.  And if that’s the case, then the world 
will wait until things are taken out of its hands by Mother nature (Pole Shift), however that is some time 
off yet; and even then, the hidden controllers will be prepared enough for such Earth changing events, 
hiding away and weathering the storms, emerging when it’s over, to pick up where they left off with 
their controlling plans. 
 
And so by that method nothing is really resolved, it’s all just delayed, and you might as well throw the 
whole spiritual side of all we’ve been telling you out the window too, for then it means there is no end of 
the Rebellion and Default like we’re saying, and any truth Marion and James might reveal will go into 
the dustbin of history upon their deaths without seeing the light of day. 
 
And so, again, if what we say is all true and conceivable at least, then something will occur that will 
enable humanity itself to deal with and sort out its own problems, which means, the hidden controllers 
will be exposed for the control they have, with that control coming to an end. 
 
So this is how it stands, and you might say, the ‘bases are loaded’, now we are awaiting that home run 
hit so as to see if everyone gets to come home. 
 
Love Helen. 
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EARTH CHANGES                Sunday, 26 May 2019 
 
Verna, a Nature Spirit: I do understand, and as I’ve said all I want to say so far, let’s move on.  You 
want to talk more about the Earth changes? 
 
James: Yes.  I’ve been listening to a lot of different ideas about it on YouTube, some people saying the 
latest Big One about 12,000 – 13,000 years ago coming about because of meteorite impacts, others 
saying it resulted from a reoccurring micronova from the sun, others saying it’s because of the galactic 
wave impact which is possibly related to the micronova, others saying it’s from within the Earth itself, 
some saying it’s a very predicable cycle and linked in with the Pole Shifts or even causing them or they 
being part of it, some saying it’s just a one off, yet with such one offs happening periodically to the 
Earth.  And I’m not going to ask you which is it, because I think I know your answer, however I want to 
talk more about it with you concerning specification and how that comes about.  The last Shift saw the 
loss of many species, in particular the mega fauna, which seems to have happened only at certain times 
and possibly not with every cataclysmic Pole Shift, which makes me think perhaps not each Shift is as 
bad as the other.  Certainly they are all bad compared to how the World currently is, but not always as 
cataclysmic enough to cause the loss of so many species and the wholesale destruction of human 
civilisation that has obviously happened at other times.  So how does it all work; can you please shed 
more light on that for me Verna? 
 
Verna: There is a cyclic Pole Shift caused by various factors, internally from within the Earth and 
externally from the Sun and in relationship to the whole Local Universe, all of which has varying 
impacts upon the surface and inner Earth, and including the make up of the outer forces surrounding the 
Earth.  For example, a satellite in orbit currently around the Earth might not be able to remain in orbit or 
remain functional in orbit after the next Pole Shift, it depending on many factors that would influence 
the upper atmosphere and levels of space of closer proximity to Earth.  (Notwithstanding its destruction 
during the Shift anyway.)  So what existed in one age, the varying frequencies on all levels that might 
affect the Earth and influence the impact of the sun’s light, might not exist in another age, and as to how 
much it might change, if it does at all, varies between ages.  And the same happens on the physical 
Earth, and in the whole solar system, and on all the other planets, so there are a lot more factors for your 
scientists to study. 
 
What I am leading to in answer to your question is, there are two levels continuously affecting the Earth 
and humanity and all life on the planet: The physical levels, and the deeper underlying and determining 
spiritual levels.  The natural physical world is evolved (created) to respond to all the higher spiritual 
influences and so frequencies of light that govern its evolution, including the evolution of life on the 
world and humanity’s personal evolution. 
 
So certain spiritual influences are present when life begins on the world, those influences affecting the 
Life Plasm brought to the world by the Life Carriers as you’ve read about in The Urantia Book (TUB). 
 
So a world is designed to carry and support the natural life in accordance with the eventual needs of the 
humanity that is to reside upon it.  And once the humanity begins to express itself, then that world 
continues its spiritual evolution and related physical evolution to enable the humanity to grow and 
develop as required.  And in the case of Earth, to include and support the unloving and negative 
influences of the Rebellion and Default. 
 
So at various points there are what we call confluences of specification which are enabled by the Pole 
Shift or meteor impact or times of other severe light, waves, of varying sorts that come from the deeper 
levels of the Universe.  So when all of these factors coincide, we nature spirits, knowing in advance 
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what to expect, plan for the extinction of certain species and the materialisation of other ones.  And 
sometimes we do literally instantly materialise a new species, or many, all readily expressing certain 
potential inherent within them, and at other times we evolve new species into being, and sometimes we 
do both together.  So there’s not just one way of how a new specie comes into being, however there are 
times when it’s more conducive for us to act, with the last Pole Shift being a major confluence of such 
factors, so you saw the all but instantaneous end to many species and the emergence of others.  But as 
you’ve deduced, that doesn’t happen with each Pole Shift, and mostly there are many Shifts between 
such large changes of specie evolution, with one such big one being the impact of the meteor that killed 
many of the dinosaurs and the Pole Shifts around that time too. 
 
The main thing I want you to see James, is that the species that have lived and will live on the world are 
SOLELY FOR HUMANITY, even those that have lived many millions of years ago.  They have all 
been part of the world, all affecting in different ways, humanity during its different ages, between its 
spiritual ages and physical Pole Shift events. 
 
Which brings me to another point, that the spiritual influences (ages) can cover many physical Pole 
Shifts, with the last Shift wiping out most of the spiritual ways of the previous age and starting a new 
age this Pole Shift age which began with the primitive people’s religions and spiritual beliefs, up to and 
including Mary and Jesus and all that’s resulted from them, and now starting to include all that you and 
Marion are introducing, and possibly moving into the next major Spiritual Age – the Avonal Age.  
However, as to whether or not the beginning of that Age is to be preceded by another Pole Shift, or 
begins with the Shift, or if a Shift is to come once the Age has officially started or at the end of it, I can’t 
say, that’s to be revealed to you at a later date. 
 
We nature spirits are the sole coordinators of the physical specification of the world.  Species don’t 
come and go or continue to exist without our say so.  We are the ‘spirits of nature’.  So because nature 
itself is unlike you, it not having an actual spiritual life or spirit body in which it continues to live 
in and advance once it dies, so we play that role for all the creatures and plants.  In a crude way you 
could say we nature spirits are the spiritual template for the natural world.  And we even oversee the 
construction and destruction of the minerals in the Earth that comprise the rocks you are familiar with.  
We oversee the natural oil production within each Pole Shift age, together with how many diamonds and 
the amount of gold for example is to be made available to you, and all the rest.  We coordinate it all in 
accordance with the dictates of the Life Carriers and higher overseeing angels.  So all you have in the 
natural realm for each Pole Shift age, all you need to help you explore and express yourselves on all the 
levels as determined by the spiritual requirements of your soul, we provide for you together with our 
angelic helpers. 
 
So we ensure those species survive the Shifts and to what degree, just as we provide the ending of the 
species and the bringing into being of new ones, and really on the most personal level, in a way we 
determine when a plant or animal dies and when another is born, however it’s not that we attend 
personally to each and every life form in the natural world, however on a spiritual level we do, if that 
makes sense. 
 
And we do by ensuring we adhere to the various higher spiritual Laws that are in place, and when we do, 
so everything works according to plan.  And then because of the disruption of the normal order of things 
because of the Rebellion and Default, we have been called upon to make other unforeseen changes, and 
still are making them.   
 
Humanity is currently making a right mess of the world, you are killing off just as many species as 
are naturally ending at this time, and mostly you don’t give a shit about it.  You are so disconnected 
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with nature, you believe you love it because you plant a tree in your garden, however for the most part, 
even including the primitive and more closer to Earth people, you don’t understand anything about it or 
your true relationship with it.  And how can you when you hardly understand anything about 
yourselves!  For the most part you don’t even understand that you’re in rebellion, that all of your 
religions and spiritual systems and ways of life are rebellious and working against nature.   
 
You believe people like your Australian Aborigines were more in touch with nature because they didn’t 
seemingly destroy it as much as the white man invaders have done, however they weren’t, not spiritually 
speaking.  They hunted and gathered and did a minimal amount of farming, but they still didn’t 
understand about our connection with the World, they didn’t personally interact with us, they developed 
their own wayward spiritual beliefs and ceremonies all designed to keep them fully entrenched within 
the Rebellion in a more primitive way, and it was all still wrong by higher spiritual standards.  So the 
aboriginal culture had to go, just as in the end so will the white man culture, as people of all races who 
do their Healing and who do work more closely with us nature spirits will end up doing.  But that’s still 
some way off and there’s a lot of spiritual awareness awakening that needs to happen first. 
 
So in one way it seems like the aborigines were closer to nature and the natural world, which they were 
in their more primitiveness, whereas they weren’t in a spiritual sense.  And this confuses a lot of people, 
attributing more spiritualness to them than should be, as their beliefs are no more or worse than any 
others that are rebellious.  And so shouldn’t he held in higher regard.  They can of course be appreciated 
like all spiritual and religious beliefs for being an expression of truth-denial and the Rebellion, should 
one want to appreciate such wayward beliefs, however that’s not where you are focused James. 
 
And the thing about bringing new species into being, we construct environmental scenarios in our plane 
that simulate how we intend such species coming into being and interacting with other species on Earth.  
And we do all of this within the pattern given or afforded to us by the Life Carriers.  So we are the ones 
who actually construct the ‘look’ of the new specie, as it complies with the intentions of the Life 
Carriers.  Nothing is willy-nilly, everything has a specific purpose and many niches to fulfil, even if the 
specie itself has little to do directly with humanity; yet indirectly it being part of the overall natural 
ecosystem of Earth, it does.  And in our ‘preparation of species’ we factor into them the genetic 
variation that humanity can potentially work with, all of which is designed to provide you with the 
experiences people require. 
 
And how we actually materialise the potential specie in our plane and then materialise it on Earth, 
should it be one that’s to instantaneously come into being, is done with the help of our angelic advisors, 
as we nature spirits can’t actually create or de-create anything, that being what the angels do.  So we 
design the specie in accordance with the plans we’ve been given; and then also in accordance with our 
angelic supervisors and when we are ready to have it in existence, first within our Earth plane (third 
Earth plane) and next actually on Earth, the angels do it. 
 
We have a vast section or sub-plane if you like within our Earth plane in which we can simulate new 
species either within the world as it exists or within the world as we predict it might be post Pole Shift or 
whenever the next major specification event is due to happen.  And you see, we have thousands, even 
hundreds of thousands of years in some instances, to work with these new species, with many of our 
number being solely responsible for such specification and they having little to nothing to do with 
humans either on Earth or in spirit. 
 
So these areas are what we affectionately call our ‘labs’, the laboratories in which we undertake 
specification.  We have seven such major sub-planes within our Earth plane that surrounds your physical 
world, and four of these sub-planes are given over exclusively to the ‘development’ of species.  And I 
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say development like that because it’s all done with light, not as you might imagine.  We don’t, for 
example, set out building a new specie from the DNA upwards, cell by cell and so on to what sort of 
feathers and their colours the new bird might have.  We do it all with light, and were you to come into 
our planes and look at how it all works you’d not be able to relate to it as we do.  We can see you as you 
see the world and as you see yourselves, and we can see the world and yourselves as we nature spirits 
see it and yourselves, that being how angels see.  And that is in light, and with light, and it’s very hard 
for us to describe what that actually means because you are not a nature spirit or angel.  And as you can 
vaguely see or imagine seeing auras for example, and sensing them around all living creatures and even 
inanimate rock, so far as what we see as what we’d call the aura is hundreds to thousands more times 
more intense and deeper than you’d ever be able to see.  And this ‘universe of light’ is really how we 
have our being, by our coming and relating to you James and looking at how you see the world is very 
different for us, it’s interesting, but it’s nothing compared to the beauty and colour and light we 
constantly live in.  However, each to their own, and although you mortal souls are slow on the uptake 
say in this area, by the time you attain Paradise you’ll be able to soul-perceive such light like we can, so 
you’ll get there in the end. 
 
James: That’s reassuring to know Verna.  So we seem a bit dim to you nature spirits? 
 
Verna: That’s an understatement!  James, you were amazed at viewing under crossed polar light the 
minerals in the common stones you were looking at in the thin sections during your geology course at 
university, you were in awe of the hidden beauty, well that beauty is a micro amount of the beauty of 
light we see, exist in, have our being in, and are of ourselves.  So we see specification like some sort of 
amazing computer simulation you might be able to imagine, and yet for us it’s not in a computer as 
such, it’s all very real, the as yet unrealised or unearthed species are very real, they are in existence 
although not physically so, nor are they actually alive and so won’t die, yet for us it’s like our ‘living 
imagination’ if I can put it like that. 
 
So we control the specification of Earth, and until you understand that, your scientists and religious 
thinkers will keep coming up with all sorts of explanations about how it’s done, none of which will be 
anywhere near the truth. 
 
And the other thing you might like to know when you ponder the amazing complexity of species, they 
themselves and their interaction with all other species, is this sort of thing, dealing with the complexities 
of such interactions, is our and the angels’ speciality, it’s nothing for us to design and work within 
them.  Holding the whole complex nature of the physical Earth and its relationship with the spiritual 
realities is nothing, we can see it in our minds, work directly with it and within it, it’s effortless.  You 
wonder how can a bird know to migrate along the chosen path it does, 
how can it follow the magnetic lines aligning itself with the stars in the 
night sky, and yet keep going even when cloudy, unerringly homing in 
on its other home on the other side of the world?  And yet for us that’s 
nothing, to get creatures to do anything we want them to do is effortless.  
All the creature world of Earth is immediately responsive to us nature 
spirits, we’re more evolved than it is, so we can make it do whatever we 
like, as can the angels, and in a way, should they need to, make us nature 
spirits do whatever they want.  And we do, only we’re more independent 
of mind, the next step on or up from animals and plants of the physical 
world. 
 
And some other points I want to add: We nature spirits of Earth are ONLY nature spirits of Earth, and so 
ONLY concern ourselves with species of Earth.  There are other angels, and the Life Carriers of course, 
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who are concerned with other earths and the life on them and the overall synthesis of life within the 
Local Universe and the localised areas of it.  So for such far reaching angels, and Sons and Daughters of 
God as are the Life Carriers, they view the whole of Nebadon as one large natural organism of life with 
each of the earth worlds expressing different aspects of Nebadon's ‘personality’, which really is the 
personality of the soul of Mary and Jesus combined with the Divine Minister. 
 
So you can see, the Earth is a whole universe within itself, just as it’s part of the Greater Universe.  And 
then added to the material or physical universe, are all the spiritual levels with all their minerals, plants 
and animals of spirit origin. 
 
And basically I think you’d have to be Finaliter to be able to 
comprehend more fully the enormity of it all and how one small 
material world like the Earth fits into and contributes to the whole. 
 
So I think that should provide you with a little more insight into how we nature spirits are so far as some 
of our relationship to your natural world.  But as I said, I can’t reveal to you how the next Shift or major 
change will take place, but as you can already see for yourselves, there’s already a huge reduction in 
species taking place.  And so, why should this be happening?  And part of the answer is of course for 
you to help see how much devastation and destruction you are reaping on your world because of your 
persistence with your rebellious and anti-love ways, and part is in preparation for the next overall 
spiritual age that is to come on your world, with the Avonal Age being part of that, or within that. 
 
James: Yes, I see what you’re saying Verna.  It’s a lot to think about, and really as we have no idea 
about any of it, I suppose it’s how each of us individually reacts to it all through our feelings. 
 
Verna: It is James, as there is nothing else you can do.  And as 
things are setting themselves up for a massive spiritual change, for 
a vast influx of truths to saturate the world with The New Way, 
something humanity has no idea about yet could be likened to 
having a bucket of cold water suddenly poured all over it, so the loss of species on the world will end up 
being the least of many people’s concerns as they struggle do deal with assimilating all the new spiritual 
information.  As John D. delights in thinking, what’s a few hundred pages of mostly inaccurate rubbish 
contained within the Bible, compared to thousands of pages containing very liveable and important life-
changing truths you are revealing.  It’s going to take time to assimilate it all, and it will be simply too 
much for most people, however small bits and pieces can be addressed as you continue to shed light on 
such subjects for those people who really are spiritually keen.  
 
James: And you’ve just added more pages Verna! 
 
Verna: It can’t be helped James, it’s what you are, yours and Marion’s soul is a Revealer, so all those 
spirits, angels and nature spirits aligned with you, are all for the purpose of helping you with that 
revelation.  And being Avonals and coming up through the dross, you are free to reveal a copious 
amount of insight, understanding and fresh truth.  All of which John D. can take and do what he likes 
with – eh John... keeping you awake a little at night are you... no, not at all as you have to keep having 
your spirit system adjusted at night to cope with your dealings with James. 
 
James: Well thank you again Verna, I need a rest now. 
 
Verna: It’s my pleasure James.  Plenty more from where this all came from, should you feel the need to 
ask. 
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James: Yeah, I’ll bear that in mind. 
 
Verna: And so to end, let me leave you with this little bit: Once the door swings open, it’s going to open 
very wide.  So until then my dear one, keep expressing and paying attention to your feelings; keep 
longing for the truth, and keep feeling as demented as you can.  Goodbye – Verna of Nature Spirit Land. 
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PARADISE HOUSE   What is it?              Monday, 27 May 2019 
 
I, James, see it as a place where people are doing their Healing.  Any place where people are wanting to 
learn about their Healing and all that’s involved with The New Way. 
 
It can be one person’s private house to a place in which groups of any size meet to pray for the Divine 
Love; long for the Truth and come to understand all that the Avonal Revelation is about.  Including, 
should people be able to do it, rooms set aside for personal or group counselling focused on Feelings 
First, helping each other to do their Feeling- and Soul-Healing. 
 
Paradise is the Heart of Creation, the home of our Heavenly Mother and Father, the wellspring of all 
Love and Truth. 
 
So is our own heart, the ‘heart and soul’ of our creation, the home of our Love and Truth, it being the 
full personal expression of the personality of our soul that we are.  Our body, as so many people see it, 
being the ‘house’, so the Paradise House, of our soul. 
 
So to put people within the material structure, I wanted to call those places Paradise Houses, people’s 
homes or places where we can share our feelings as we long to ascend in Truth to Paradise. 
 
So within one’s Paradise House, the physical structure, one can express one’s own ‘paradise house’ – 
one’s own heart, wanting to be with the Mother and Father on Paradise and connected to Their Heart – 
Their Paradise House. 
 
I dislike these words (I don’t hate the words themselves) because of all the connotations they stand for in 
our distorted truth-denying ways: Church, Temple, Holy Shrine, Mosque, etc.  So I wanted another way 
to express the love of longing for Paradise that we all have innately within our own hearts coming from 
our soul.  Paradise House is really a place of living with and receiving the Divine Love; a place of 
worshipping and loving our Heavenly Parents; a place of expressing the Truth one is evolving and 
growing into; a place to long for the Truth whilst expressing one’s feelings – a place in which to do 
one’s Healing. 
 
So we all have our own personal and private paradise house – our physical body and spirit body, just as 
we can build and create outside of us, Paradise Houses, as in our own home or larger structures where 
groups of people meet. 
 
It’s just a name I came up with that I would like to call such a place that I loved to go to being with other 
people who are living The New Way and doing their Healing.  A place, perhaps, where ultimately 
people doing their Healing can gather living within a Sanctuary.  A place in which Celestials can call 
their home.  A place that ultimately is the forerunner of the Morontia Temple.  The Morontia Temple 
being the ultimate Paradise House on Earth. (The Morontia Temple, according to The Urantia Book, is 
to descend from the first Celestial sphere onto Earth far in the future in the first age of Light and Life.) 
 
I see a Sanctuary as being overall a ‘Paradise House’, as well as possibly within a Sanctuary there being 
a specific Paradise House; or it’s just the heart of the Sanctuary, like the common living area where most 
people gather a lot of the time; or a specific room where people can go to pray for the Divine Love, like 
a meditation / prayer room. 
 
It’s not a strict thing, it’s just something I like to imagine; and I thought if one needed a name to call 
one’s ‘church’ or ‘house of prayer’ then Paradise House might suffice. 
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Placing the residents, visitors and pedestrians 
– not the car – at the centre of the facilities. 
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KHAZARIAN HIDDEN CONTROLLERS                Sunday, 27 August 2017 
 
James:  I’ve read of a debt default, and a debt jubilee where everyone gets let off the hook, which I find 
a bit too benevolent for the powers that be, and I’ve read of lots of other things that might happen, and 
the only conclusion all the authors come to is that there is too much debt and at some point that has to 
end, yet why not just keep kicking the can down the road making more debt – I mean, if they can just 
keep printing money – who cares?  I don’t understand the economics of it all, but do understand the little 
people are being milked through debt, and I can’t believe how many people want to load up on it, it 
scares the shit out me.  And if the fund structure that SI is, is so good at generating money, why don’t 
these hidden controllers have many such funds just for themselves?  Or why don’t they just print 
themselves all the money they want, give themselves all the gold, why even have the world economy as 
it is, why not just step in and take the whole lot over and be done with it, why do they need this messiah 
person to come and take them into Paradise, why not just get rid of all the excess people and get on with 
it? 
 
Helen:  They have been told by their higher spirit guides, their mind spirit controllers, how it is to be, 
which means, the more people the better, because then there are more people they can control.  The 
mind spirits need their numbers to be continuously topped up because there is a continual substantial 
drain on them.  And I can read your mind James, I know, it is mad and does sound mad to you, but they 
are completely unaware of where these spirits go to who seem to leave the mind worlds and disappear, 
even though other spirits, and some of the very spirits who’ve left, come back and tell them of the 
Healing Mansion Worlds suggesting it would be good for them to leave the mind worlds as well.  But 
they are so entrenched in their power, so wrapped up in their need for it, that they can’t let their plans go 
for how they see humanity on Earth and the masses coming over into the mind worlds to replace those 
leaving them to do their Healing, and to build up Paradise in the mind worlds. 
 
And they have been told that it will all only end when the messiah – their Chosen One – comes to 
change the way of things.  So they keep going making the world economy bigger and bigger, developing 
ways to give themselves more money, and in such ways that no one questions their actions or even sees 
them.  So they loan money to their own financial institutions, who then have to pay it back by extracting 
it out of the masses. 
 
And so there would be no point in getting rid of the masses and just living with their own and a few 
slaves, because then what would they do without their Chosen One who will change them into being the 
true and perfect beings they believe they are to become, all so they will happily live in the Promised 
Land?  So to go ahead before their Chosen One arrives, they’d be bored and turn on each other, because 
all they know to do is rip off the masses and carry out their evil ways. 
 
So as long as they can get away with it, which means, provided all the major economies don’t just fall in 
a heap under the weight of all the debt, which will eventually happen because there is no money left to 
suck out of anyone, they will keep going as they are. 
 
And they love the challenges of keeping it all going.  There are always new factions forming, groups 
that have to be sorted out and brought in under the umbrella of their greater control, individuals and 
groups that need to be got rid of because they might challenge them. 
 
James:  So their control is a sort of, albeit, distorted spiritual control? 
 
Helen:  It’s all a spiritual control because that’s the only thing anyone lives for.  People with such wealth 
and power so readily at their disposal, soon get bored with it, and need a reason, a goal, something to 
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live for, something to pass onto their children, a cause, a future they believe will be better and worth 
striving for.  And so that is spiritual, or what they think is spiritual, which is nothing of the sort really. 
 
But they believe, because the Evil Ones told them, that the real Second Coming is all about the return of 
their Chosen One, it not being Jesus, but their messiah.  They believe they are the Chosen people, and 
it’s not just the Jews or Zionists, but the real Chosen Ones, with their Chosen Leader, who would have 
been Daligastia, returning to claim the physical mortal throne on Earth, there to live forevermore with all 
his Chosen acolytes who will never die, never having to be reincarnated ever again, living on in flesh in 
their eternal physical paradise.  They believe they will be saved from the curse of death, will be 
physically rejuvenated so as to be always in their prime.  And they will effectively be a new race of 
people, the ultimate and last race, and so will need to propagate like mad to repopulate the world, so sex 
will be on tap and they will be seen as the gods living amongst their slave workers, those lesser humans 
that were not Chosen for such elevated existence. 
 
So they believe it’s all going to happen, and partly by their making, partly by the making of their Chosen 
One, and they love the fact that he is called the Anti-christ, because he is going to do away with all the 
Christians, and every other religion. 
 
James:  So these people are the ones that do child sacrifice – is there any truth to all that which I read 
about, do people really do that sort of thing? 
 
Helen:  Some of them do, there are a few small sects who worship Satan trying to gain favour in their 
distorted minds, but mostly it’s just for amusement by these hidden controllers to organise such goings 
on so as to use them for blackmailing and controlling purposes, rather than for any real spiritual or 
religious significance.  It is part of the shock and awe tactics, along with providing underage children as 
sex-slaves, no questions asked, all the most heinous rotten stuff you can imagine, it all goes on, but as I 
said, mostly for these hidden controllers to maintain their control. 
 
James:  Okay Helen, so these people believe their Chosen Messiah is coming back, not Jesus but this 
other one.  And I can see what you say that they will be changed, sort of elevated into a higher 
dimension, that being how they’d be in the mind worlds, so they believe without understanding what 
they believe, that the mind worlds are going to manifest for them on Earth, so they could live in their 
exalted enlightened mind states, being gods of their mind, and have dominion over the ignorant natives 
who’ll do all their manual work for them.  So they’ll be the high priests, just like those of the Atlantean 
times, so it’s the same thread woven through history, with each successive age hoping to become the 
Chosen Ones with their Chosen leader, which is I guess about all the Daligastias and Caligastias could 
do, once they rebelled and the Daligastias had to leave the Earth.  So did they believe they would come 
back, or was that all bullshit just to string along the mortals who wanted to believe they were the Chosen 
Ones? 
 
Helen:  The Evil Ones, believed they’d be able to work out some way of getting around the problem of 
the Daligastias not being allowed to materialise again on the world.  So they kept telling their Chosen 
Ones on Earth, that time would come when their World, Spiritual and Chosen Leader, would once again, 
manifest amongst them.  So it was all crafted into Revelation and the other religions, that at some point 
this Chosen One would descend out of the ether, once again to rule on Earth in material form.  And yes, 
it’s the same theme the Evil Ones have worked on the humanity of that time over and over, for what else 
could they have done?  They wanted their chosen ones on Earth to look up to them, to follow them, to 
pray and worship and pay homage to them, so they had to keep their hope up that one day their 
followers will be rewarded, and you can see it through all the mythology of Earth, right the way back to 
the beginning of the Rebellion.  Only the trouble was, there are cataclysmic events periodically that 
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destroy nearly everyone on Earth, and so as each civilisation ended, so was a new ‘race’ of Chosen Ones 
selected to be the prime subjects of control for the next age.  So it came out of the original Jewish races, 
or what became the Jews, this time around, and then with Jesus and Mary coming and putting a major 
spanner in the works by removing the Lucifers and Satans, leaving it all in the hands of the Caligastias 
and Daligastias (C&D).  So C&D worked all the Christian stuff into it, even with Jesus returning to do 
away with the Anti-christ, their Messiah, just to suck in all the Christians making them think they are on 
the winning side, then introducing Islam to spice it all up and have the natural foe to fight against, and 
you have the Eastern mind controlling Buddhists doing their bit from long ago, which was a 
remnant surviving from the Atlantean age, along with the other primitive and spiritual systems of 
belief, and now it’s all coming to a head for we are arriving at the end of the next Earth age, with The 
Change, the next cataclysmic event not far away in Earth’s natural time, so now is the time for their 
Chosen Messiah as the ‘vibration’ is right, it being increased because of the arriving climax to the 
physical age, with their beloved Chosen One to take them through into the next physical age, helping 
them survive the Great Upheavals, all so they can start their Golden Age. 
 
However what they fail to understand is, this is all very well, but there is no C&D anymore.  They have 
been dealt with, they are in spirit prison.  So there is no Chosen One who is going to manifest on the 
world, there is no coming Messiah, Great World Leader who is going to change them into their new 
higher status of being and protect them from The Earth Changes. 
 
They don’t understand, it’s OVER.  The Rebellion and Default is coming to an end.  It has even ended 
on certain technical levels, with its full end very near now.  So they are going to be left high and dry, 
and that realisation is actually starting to sink into them, because of our shutting off their connection 
with their belief- and fantasy-sustaining mind spirits. 
 
So they are going to realise, which is also happening, as it’s always been part of the back up plan, that 
they will have to do it all themselves, so ‘invent’ their own Chosen One, and bring upon the End Times, 
and hope that through it somehow they come out of it the all-powerful ones, able to live in the Promised 
Land of the next age. 
 
And I know it’s all very involved, and I can see you still don’t believe all I’ve said, or understand it that 
well, but Crystal is going to help bring about the realisation for them a lot sooner than they think.  She 
will start the ball rolling, their control tumbling, and they will then desperately have to try and keep their 
control and bring about their End Time plans, all of which will sort of come off, yet also fail, and end up 
being a real mess, and nothing like they planned it to be. 
 
And into all of that upheaval, will be your (James) work and the truths you are revealing, which is all in 
preparation for the real next Spiritual Age, that which will take the people through The Change, on into 
the thousand years of peace, peace because they 
won’t be interfered with by the hidden controllers 
who will by then have ceased to exist. 
 
A few other details that might help you understand James.  It’s mainly a bloodline thing, so there are the 
main controlling families involved, all of whom are sworn to secrecy, and if someone leaves and speaks 
out about it all, they are instantly killed, so that threat more or less keeps everyone in line.  And most of 
the people love their secretive, hidden, all-powerful, rich-beyond-belief 
lives, so don’t want to leave or rock the boat, and are doing all they can to 
maintain their hidden controlling way. 
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Then the women in these families are the main controllers, although the men secretly believe they are 
Chosen Ones, and they will choose the women to be with them when the time comes, and that is in total, 
or to be in total when the time comes, when their Messiah announces himself to the world, 144,000 of 
them who are to be the gods on Earth, just like you’ve heard stories of those Atlantean priests who 
survived the cataclysmic upheavals who knew certain mysteries and who so greatly impressed the 
impressionable natives of the lands they arrived at. 
 
And you could call them the Illuminati, as that suggests their higher spiritual status, which is in their 
own eyes, mind you, however it’s more than that, more secretive, and only really a very small inner 
group that wield all the power and see to the vision, with the next level carrying out their instructions 
and running their power organisations in the world.  Then there is a secretive, what might be likened to a 
police / intelligence force, who do all the dirty work that needs to be done, so conducting the secret 
rituals, killing people, setting people up, blackmail, sexual abuse, child trafficking, working all the 
illegal sources of income around the world, special missions, controlling all the drugs, armaments, gold 
and so on – all the usual stuff you read about. 
 
And they are heavily Khazarian Jews, that being the roots of it all and from who the original Chosen 
Ones were selected, however there are others involved too, of all religions, although none of them have 
any specific religion adherence. 
 
And I understand James that you feel confused about it all, but it does all exist, more or less along the 
lines of what I’ve portrayed.  You’d have to come and see it all for yourself, because they are so 
secretive that even those involved don’t all know each other, it’s almost as much of a mystery to them as 
it is for you.  They are given instructions to carry out for their benefit, and along it rolls, with a few main 
people of any one generation and time actually calling all the shots. 
 
So you can see a lot of parallels with what you are doing and what we’ve told you about how we are and 
what we’re doing.  So basically we are mirroring them in a lot of ways, they being of the old and 
rebellious way, we of the new and true way. 
 
James: So why don’t these hidden controllers just set up lots of SI (Solid Investment) funds for 
themselves? 
 
Helen:  There’s no need James.  They are not just interested in making money, they have all the money 
they could ever possibly imagine.  They are only interested in control, and went along with SI’s 
formation as just another means to suck in the little people and extract more from them.  The masses are 
allowed to have enough to survive, and to live under the illusion that they are getting wealthier, although 
there always seems to be set backs; and then when it became apparent that the SI funds were working 
too well, and were going to empower a lot of people with a lot of money, so they stepped in and had the 
whole lot ‘stolen’.  And they set up the Kwok family (Kwok brothers and their mother of Hong Kong) to 
take it, then asked Baron Milverton II to get it back off them, knowing he would take out the Kwok 
family who needed to be taken down a lot of pegs, and he then came up with the bright idea of loaning it 
out, and the rest you know. 
 
The Lord (Milverton II) hated the hidden controllers because he was so envious of them.  However he 
knew he couldn’t compete with them, so worked to use them for his own ends, which they knew too, 
and so they suited each other, using each other.   
 
James:  So Jesus coming in the Bible is all bullshit, so far as these people are concerned? 
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Helen:  Yes.  They know he’s not coming, or if he is, why would he do anything other than what he did 
when he first came.  And as he was rather ineffectual then, and could be so easily removed, even if he 
did reappear, they’d just get rid of him again.  No, that part in the Bible is to keep the Christians 
believing their beloved master will come back.  There is no better way of controlling people than 
through mass religion.  And you can’t have all the religions getting along well together, so have them at 
odds with each other, even on the edge of warring or warring and then you’ve got even greater control.  
It’s all about control James, how to control, how to keep the control you’ve got, how to gain more 
control.  So it’s playing one side off against the other.  So they create the wars, finance both sides, have 
them play one side off against the each, top up their coffers, kill those people off they don’t want, play 
the poor Jew record to empower the Jews and have everyone end up hating them even more than they 
already do, and on it goes, with the world as it is because of their controlling ways. 
 
Revelation of the Bible is not their Revelation as their religious or spiritual texts are hidden and very 
secretive, full of cryptic symbology that one needs to be heavily schooled into understanding.  And it’s 
all about what I’ve told you, their Chosen Messiah coming and uplifting the Chosen to a higher level of 
being, not unlike all the New Age rubbish about the Lightworkers being uplifted to a fifth dimensional 
vibration so they too can exist on the New Earth.  Same sort of stuff as it’s all coming from the mind 
spirits, only the hidden controllers believe a real, actual person will come and uplift them, whereas the 
New Agers believe they can do it themselves in their own minds with the mysterious help of masses of 
highly advanced aliens and Ascended Masters returning to save the world. 
 
James:  So the idea is presumably to have the Third World War to do in the masses once and for all, so 
their Chosen One will come, or their man-made one can take the world throne making us all bow down 
and worship him? 
 
Helen:  Yes, that’s the idea, only not so much a nuclear war, because that would be too devastating for 
all involved, so a very limited one, but massive conventional wars that drastically reduce the world 
population so as to bring on the new age and new world.  There are too many wealthy Chinese and 
Indians coming up, so they need to be reduced in number and wealth, and there are just too many of 
them anyway, too many dirty Africans and hot-headed South Americans, too many people crowding into 
Europe, so numbers need to be reduced. 
 
James: It’s all so unfeeling. 
 
Helen:  Of course it is, it’s unloving, that’s what the Rebellion is all about: the denial of love.  These 
people only care about themselves, and they need the physical world to live on as they can’t understand 
life after death; and even if they do, they believe they’ll have to fit in with all the zillions of people 
already over there as spirits, so they want the Earth and to live lives of luxury and beauty on an Earth of 
their making.  They are quite happy to leave great amounts of it to regrow the forests and for the oceans 
to purify, and they live in their isolated island paradises, but first they have to see if their Chosen Leader 
is actually going to come and help them to carry out such plans. 
 
James:  So do they have an end time as to when to give up on him?  It’s the same as me and my Healing, 
always bloody waiting, waiting for the end. 
 
Helen:  Nothing specific, however they believe they will be told through their spirit contacts or see the 
signs in the heavens.  Something will happen, and if it doesn’t by the time the new great cataclysmic 
changes start (Pole Shift), so then they’ll know it’s not going to happen.  And they are reckoning that 
time is about now, because humanity is getting too big to handle and so something more urgent needs to 
be done. 
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James:  Alright Helen, thank you again, and it’s a matter of stay tuned for the next exciting instalment 
of: What’s happening behind the scenes! 
 
Helen:  I’ll speak to you soon James.  Bye now. 
 
HIDDEN CONTROLLERS                 Wednesday, 30 August 2017 
James:  Helen, can I ask you, from what I’ve read over the years, are there people and organisations 
trying to overcome or battle with the hidden controllers? 
 
Helen:  Yes there are, and have always been.  However they have been isolated and mostly don’t 
understand the enormity of the control the hidden controllers wield.  So these resistance groups have not 
been very effective in penetrating the defences of the hidden controllers.  Yet that is changing.  The 
Internet is providing more information and ways to communicate, and is getting other people thinking 
that there might be something to the said conspiracy theories.  So there is a growing groundswell, if you 
like, against them.  And some of these people and their organisations are beginning to see they are able 
to make some headway in gaining power against these hidden controllers, it all being part of the changes 
that are happening. 
 
And many of the hidden controllers, arch-controllers are getting on in years now.  They won’t see out 
another ten years, these being men and their families who came to power through or just after WWII and 
who’ve ridden the wave of technology and wealth and gain and power, including this latest boom since 
2008, with all the money printing being legalised and giving them virtually unlimited wealth and even 
more power.  However they are of a certain way, like the old guard you could say, and they are passing 
on, and the newer replacements are not made of the same stern metal because they were reared in a 
softer way.  So it’s like all dynasties of power, it all rolls over from a peak, that which we’re at now. 
 
And so of course, we Celestials are capitalising on that.  We are their greatest enemy and they can’t fight 
us, can’t even see us, and certainly can’t prevent our meddling in their affairs, and even to an increasing 
extent, in their minds. 
 
And we are increasing in number, we have a constant flow of newly arriving Celestials who are going to 
work in helping to change the course of humanity, so end the tyranny of the hidden controllers, 
balancing out things more equitably for everyone.  And the hidden controllers are finding it increasingly 
difficult to recruit people as dedicated as they are to do their dirty work.  There are no lack of willing 
recruits, however many are fickle and are even likely to change sides should the going get tough.  The 
world is now getting too big with too many new ideas to keep abreast off, so things are slipping out of 
their control a little and will continue to do so more. 
 
The thing about this topic James, is that when Crystal and the 
Germans start their work, all the cracks will be in place to start 
bringing down the whole edifice.  The stresses and strains are even 
now mounting, and no amount of money or control is going to stop 
them.  Humanity must push on, and as it can no longer go in the 
way of the Rebellion and Default, so it must go the other way, a 
way as yet unknown to it, yet that is the way the whole house of 
cards is going to fall.  And when the time is right, we’re going to 
give it the good shove it needs to send it on its way. 
 
I hope that helps you James.  I’ll go as I know you are tired, and speak to you soon.  Love Helen. 
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JAMES MCCANNEY SCIENCE HOUR         16 May 2019 
http://www.jmccanneyscience.com/JamesMcCanneyScienceHour_May_16_2019.mp3 
 
Desertification: 
1. Desertification – the creation of deserts – Earth's land mass is currently about 50% desert. 
2. Each year desertification is growing by about the size of the state of Pennsylvania (120,000 square 

kilometres – 31,000 square miles). 
3. The largest desert, the Sahara, is man made – it once had abundant plant life and trees...which 

were all cut down. 
4. People are working on “the greening of the deserts”. 
5. Some of the most depleted soil is in the central “bread-basket” states of the USA – the only corn 

etc that will grow is “Round-up Ready” plus the liberal application of ammonia-based fertilisers. 
 
The Movement of Water: 
1. The impossible logistics of moving melt water from the ice sheets in Greenland to the small 

country of Sierra Leone off the west coast of Africa.  Population 7.5 million people. 
2. It would take 83 super-tankers working continuously for an entire year to supply enough water for 

7.5 million people who on average use 20 gallons (76 litres) of water per day. 
3. The ice sheets in Greenland contain 127 times the volume of water as the entire Great Lakes in the 

USA. 
4. From 1996 to 2005 (10 years) 1,500 cubic kilometres of water came off the Greenland ice-sheets 

into the ocean.  Equivalent to 0.05% of the total ice-sheets in Greenland or about 1/15th the amount 
of water in the Great Lakes (between Canada and USA). 

5. The “ice caps” are growing “vertically” every year. 
6. The amount of water in the atmosphere is about 6 times the volume of water in the Great Lakes or 

the amount of water in the Greenland ice-sheets is about 4 times the water in the atmosphere. 
7. The amount of water melting off of Greenland is about 0.2% of the water in the atmosphere.  A 

small amount.  And about 40% of this melt water evaporates back into the atmosphere. 
8. Most of the evaporated water ends up at the Poles, as snow, part of the hydrological cycle – the 

movement of water from the equator to the north and south poles – but nobody talks about that! 
 
The Political Agenda: 
1. Only politicians that “push climate change” get in.  Except Trump...told the world that the Paris 

Accord on Climate Change was bullshit! 
2. China and India are allowed to pollute the atmosphere unchecked.  China is building a new coal 

burning power station EVERY DAY! 
3. There are cities in China with 300,000,000 people. 
4. The pollution is so bad people can't breathe.  The top 10 most polluted cities are in India and 

China. 
5. Every Power-Plant belches heat into the atmosphere...only 20% of the energy is converted to 

electricity – the other 80% goes into the atmosphere as heat EVERY DAY. 
6. There is NO greenhouse effect – thoroughly disproven. 
7. The heat going into the atmosphere GOES UP.   It leaves the atmosphere every day. 
8. Climate Change is Climate Fear Porn being sold to the population by idiot science. 
9. The result – CONTROL – and all forms of taxation and FEAR. 
10.  “Only 12 years left” and we're all going to die – GARBAGE SCIENCE. 
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11. The Earth is NOT a greenhouse. 
12. Carbon Dioxide does not create a glasshouse effect – glass creates a glasshouse effect! 
13. The carbon dioxide content of the Earth's atmosphere is only 0.04% 
14. Imagine 10,000 white golf balls on a table and ONE black ball 

– that's the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. 
Raising the amount of CO2  on Earth does diddly squat. 

15. About 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen makes up Earth's 
atmosphere. 

16. We need MORE carbon dioxide to ENRICH the growth of 
plants and trees – they DOUBLE the amount of carbon dioxide 
in REAL glasshouses to promote the growth of plants and 
hydroponics. 

17. The “people” (we know who you are) who control the oil also control the WATER and the climate 
change narrative. 

18. In the USA kids are being “taught” in school that you won't exist in 12 years time because of 
Global Climate Change...more Garbage Science! 

19. It's part of the New World Order to target the youth –  create The Hunger Games. 
20. The World Controllers are BAAL worshippers...another religion created by Lucifer. 
21. Allan Savory is a Zimbabwean ecologist who teaches communities how to build soil health and 

restore degraded soil. 
22.  Earth is coming out of an ice age – it is a natural process and the warming we are seeing is part of 

this process.  Only a few thousand years ago there were ice sheets (glaciers) in the Rocky 
Mountains and also in European mountain ranges. 

23. Dwight Eisenhower warned the people about the dangers of “government sponsored scientists”. 
They sing the tune of the controllers! 

24. ENERGY is KING in investment models of people such as Gates and Buffet...corrupt members of 
the New World Order. 

25. Gates sold out to the CIA after being threatened that he would be closed down because of the 
Microsoft monopoly.  That allowed the controllers to put backdoor access to every computer 
running Microsoft.  Now Gates hangs out with the likes of Clinton and other New World Orders! 

26. Oil and water are “owned commodities” by the New World Order. 
27. Monsanto has created virtual deserts in the USA – glyphosate round-up – farmers have become 

slaves to Monsanto. 
 
Solutions to desertification: 
 
1.  Capture the run-off melt-water from the ice sheets in Antarctica and Greenland and move it by 

ships.  Very expensive. 
2.  Move water from rivers and lakes by pumping through pipelines. 
3.  Take the rain and water in the air and move it towards the desert at NIGHT 
4.  Laser satellites can create low pressure cells by breaking down the dialectic in the atmosphere 

creating a current flow.  Create low pressure cells which gathers water together as a cyclonic storm 
system over oceans which is then moved over land at night to fall as rain. 

 
The population of the Earth is more like 10 billion!  And 15 to 20 billion in the next twenty years. 
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Primary recommended reading:   consider commencing with:  Paul – City of Light 
     and          Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light  
The Book of Truths      1914 – 1923    xxx – Joseph Babinsky 
  containing the Padgett Messages or 
Little Book of Truths       – Joseph Babinsky 
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV    xxx – Geoff Cutler 
The Rejected Ones      2002 – 2003   xxx  – James Moncrief  
Messages from Mary & Jesus   2003     xxx – James Moncrief 
Paul – City of Light     2005     xxx – James Moncrief 
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'  
comments on the Padgett Messages   2007 – 2010   xxx  – James Moncrief 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus  2013 – 2014    xxx – James Moncrief 
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light  2017    xxx  – James Moncrief 
Road map of Universe and history of Universe: 
  The Urantia Book  1925 – 1935    xxx as primary reading 
Divine Love supporting reading: 
Revelations       1954 – 1963   – Dr Daniel Samuels 
Judas of Kerioth      2001 – 2003  – Geoff Cutler 
The Golden Leaf      2008   – Zara & Nicholas 
The Richard Messages    2012 – 2013  – James Reid 
The Divine Universe      2012 – 2013   – Zara & Nicholas 
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact   2014 – 2015   – Joseph Babinsky 
Traveller, An Immortal Journey   2014 – 2015   – Zara & Nicholas 
Destiny, Eternal Messages of Divine Love  2015 – 2016   – Zara & Nicholas 
Feeling Healing     2017    – James Moncrief  
Religion of Feelings      2017   – James Moncrief   
The Way of Divine Love       – Joseph Babinsky  
Divine Love – The Greatest Truth in the World    – Joseph Babinsky 
The Human Soul        – Joseph Babinsky 
Divine Love Flowing       – Joseph Babinsky 
The Truth         – Werner Voets 
Through the Mists, The Life Elysian, The Gate of Heaven – Robert James Lees 
Life in the World Unseen       – Anthony Borgia 
Gone West         – J M S Ward 
Post Mortem Journal       – Jane Sherwood 
After Death / Letters from Julia      – William T Stead 
Thirty Years Among the Dead      – Carl A Wickland 
A Wanderer in the Spirit Land      – Franchezzo  
Life Beyond the Veil Vol I thru to V – Rev George Vale Owen  – Geoff Cutler 
The Holy Bible from the Ancient Eastern Text    – Dr George M Lamsa 

Available generally from: 
www.lulu.com             www.amazon.com              www.bookdepository.com  
For Divine Love focused websites and forums: 
Pascas Health:    http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html   
Spiritual Development: http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/ 
Padgett Books:   http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/   
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm  
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at: 
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS: 

http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html  
All Padgett Messages     (for condensed versions – see below)  1914 – 1923  Pages  945  
The Urantia Book (see suggested papers to read below) 

 
James Moncrief Books:      MoC 
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God    1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 228 
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1    1,485 Feb – Apr 2003 189 
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2    1,485 Apr – Oct 2003 170 
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1  Aug 2007 164 
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915   1,495 
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2  Sep 2010 177 
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915    1,494 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1  1,490 Jan – Apr 2013 206 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2  1,489 Apr – May 2013 229 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3  1,490 Oct – Jan 2014 187 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4  1,491 Jan – May 2014 191 
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV 1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014   84 
         This group being pages of    1,825 
 
Paul – City of Light       1,488.5  2005 149 
Ann and Terry           2013  235 
Feeling bad?  Bad Feelings are GOOD!    feeling-healing book 1 2006 179 
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!  feeling-healing book 2 2006  159 
Breaking the Golden Rule.      feeling-healing book 3 2006 168 
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.    2009 175 
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.     2010  151 
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality      2006 139 
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying       2009 173 
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing      2010  179 
With Verna – a nature spirit         2008 279 
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend      2010   37 
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website       362 
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light        2017  260 
Divine Love Spirituality       1,500   2017 201 
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings    2017    153 
Religion of Feelings       1,500   2017   47 
         This group being pages of    3,046 

Religion of Feelings   http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/ 
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality   http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/  
Main website of DLS   http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/ 
Childhood Repression website   http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/ 
DLS and CR forum   http://dlscr.freeforums.net/ 

http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus 
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE: 
James Moncrief Publications:         all publications are free downloads: 

http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html  
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows: 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4  
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by 
James Padgett one hundred years previously.  These four books provide a wide range of guidance that 
has never previously been made available. 
 
Paul – City of Light  
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel and it’s been 
criticised as being too heavily clichéd, but that’s the point because it’s a reflection of how he was back 
then. 
 
Ann and Terry  
For an example of people who might want to immediately start working on themselves and doing their 
Healing. 
 
Feeling Bad?  Bad Feelings are GOOD  
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it 
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example. 
 
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually! 
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings, 
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your 
Feeling Healing. 
 
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light  
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being, 
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth. 
 
Religion of Feelings  Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings 
Feeling Healing   you can heal yourself through your feelings 
 
So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence 
of it all and are examples of James’ work.  Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy.  Other reading to 
consider may include: 
The Padgett Messages being published as: 
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4 
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky 
The Urantia Book 

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings. 
 

in conjunction with 
 

Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love. 
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING: 
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other 
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the 
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life.  They 
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues. 
 

Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing. 
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing. 
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.  
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book. 

 
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads    www.pascashealth.com 

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html 
 
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf           downloadable index to all Pascas Papers. 
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love; 
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love. 
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES:  All papers below can be found at Library Downloads link. 

Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn 
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation         
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children 
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way 
Pascas Care Letters Little Children 
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother 

 
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:  

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing     
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion 
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control   
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks   
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2 
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself 
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult 

  
PAPERSSCA
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating: 

101 Years:   FEELING HEALING 
and the DIVINE LOVE: 

2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J 
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett 
2005          Paul – City of Light 
2003          Messages Mary & Jesus 
2002           The Rejected Ones 
    Various auxiliary writings including  
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels 
 
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages 

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure 
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book 

As we progressively become 
aware of the availability of  
Divine Love and embrace our 
Soul Healing, more and more 
profoundly developed teachings 
will be introduced to us by our 
Celestial Spirit friends. 
 
Divine Truth teachings will 
continue to expand in detail and 
complexity as we become ready 
and willing to receive same 
through doing our Feeling 
Healing.  This journey was 
commenced for us by James 
Padgett and James Moncrief. 

We are a young experiential 
inhabited planet.  As we grow in 
Love and embrace our Feeling 
Healing, then we become into a 
condition by which we can ask for 
and receive guidance in how to 
achieve developments for the 
benefit of all of humanity. 
 
As we apply these gifts freely for 
the welfare of all, then we will be 
provided assistance to advance 
our capabilities.  Energy enables 
communications which in turn 
enables universal education.  
With education everything is 
possible. 

Are we ready and willing 
to embrace what is 
waiting for us to enjoy? 
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Lifting the Veil to Nature
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Lifting the Veil to Nature

   perceived truth MoC 880 – relative truth potential MoC  1,480 


